re-imagining collaboration
Innovation space implementation at a multinational services company

A leading IT consulting organisation needed an innovative “showcase space” to demonstrate their
solutions, and address the unique business challenges of their clients. We used cutting-edge AV
technology to create this space, which allows a distinctive visual and collaborative exchange during
client interactions.

The Problem
Our client, a multinational services firm, helps its customers apply modern methodologies to achieve better
business growth and to overcome key business challenges.
The client asked Actis to help upgrade their Innovation Space, with the latest audio visual and collaboration tools to
help deliver their solution more effectively. In this Innovation Space, their teams help clients visualise the future
and see how innovations using technology platforms can be applied to their industry. This, indeed, enables clients
to learn how these technologies can have an impact on their business.
They wanted Actis to create an impactful visual and interaction experience by upgrading the existing room, which
used multiple displays and a small video wall. They also wanted to allow multiple people to collaborate on a single
large screen for a simplified experience.

The Solution
For the Innovation Space, Actis proposed a solution which provided several
capabilities. These capabilities were important for a more effective
showcasing of solutions to their clients.
Several smaller displays have been replaced with a single large 135”
interactive display which allows flexible management of the content. This
Prysm LPD 6K 135 Visual Workplace Solution features a large format
immersive 6K resolution display which reproduces even fine detail with
great visual clarity. This is a bezel-less display which supports 32-point
multi-touch support.
Innovation Space (front): Prysm’s LPD 135” interactive
display with Cisco SX20 VC system

It also allows multiple people to collaborate on the screen
simultaneously. It enables live editing of the content during discussions
and considerably simplifies the workflows involved in client
demonstrations.
There is a built-in media player and built-in signal switching capability.
The wireless presentation capability has also been introduced, allowing
participants to present from any device - whether iOS, Windows or
Android.
Innovation Space (rear): Secondary display via an
ultra-short throw interactive projector

The Solution
Cisco TelePresence PrecisionHD Cameras and a Cisco SX20
codec provide video conferencing access in case remote
participants need to join too.
Dual 55” flat-panel displays have been installed along the
wall to ensure that partakers can view information no
matter where they are seated. There is an additional
EPSON EB-695WI projector installed at the rear end of the
room to serve as a secondary display.

Better audio performance with Shure ceiling microphones and JBL speakers

Shure ceiling microphones and JBL speakers enhance the
audio experience for both in-room and remote
participants. A Lutron button panel helps manage the
lighting within the room with presets for greater
convenience. Its intuitive control interface enables flexible
control and high-performance lighting.
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The Result
Actis has successfully upgraded and transformed the client’s space, living up to their expectations of
having a cutting edge - “Innovative Showcase Space“. This space now holds uniquely interactive and
collaborative sessions. The deployment of superlative technology devices has ensured a great deal of
flexibility and ease of use during demonstrations to clients. They also serve the internal teams to highlight
their capabilities in an extremely compelling way.

Note: Client particulars for this Case Study have been withheld for privacy reasons
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